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Dear children,

Charity leads to immediate sanctity because, through service, the doors are opened to help and
collaborate with those in most need and also with the Kingdoms.

Children, in this time, all that you do must be done in the name of charity so that, in this way, the
human consciousness may not lose the impulse of giving itself to others, without conditions.

It is charity that allows peace to be established among nations and peoples because charity is moved
especially by the essence of the Love of God.

In each act of charity, as in each new service, it is possible to take steps inside the Plan of God and
His great work.

Charity, as the essence of the spiritual life of the apostles of Christ, represents the possibility of
giving oneself through service to others and of constantly pouring out the Love of Christ.

The pacification of the consciousness is established in charity because a soul that lives permanent
charity is attracting the Christic codes of pity and mercy toward itself.

Charity is a direct source of transformation for all hearts because it generates a highly positive effect
for all that still must be redeemed in souls and upon the planet.

The path of charity leads you, at some point, to embrace the divine sacrifice because, after a long
walk through charity, the soul learns to renounce for others and for the good of the Divine Plan.

Charity is an impulse to live inner redemption.

I thank you for responding to My call.

Who fills you,

Your Mother Mary Rose of Peace


